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ABSTRACT

Urban quality may be defined and certain parts of it measured. 

The Tucson Central Business District's urban quality has been dealt 

with in such a manner. The criteria employed for the study were: 

overhead and underground wiring, neglect, open space, small urban 

space, amenity, shade, vista, panorama^ history, and sequence. A re

gionalization by urban quality was arrived at for the Central Business 

District. Three regions are pleasant in terms of quality, two are 

transition zones, while three areas are undesirable, in varying de

grees.

ix



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO URBAN QUALITY

In recent years in the United States increasing attention has 

been given to the problem of urban quality in our central cities by 

scholars in different fields. While a varied body of literature has 

grown up on the subject, few works have been devoted to specific cri

teria to evaluate the quality of the downtown environment.

This study attempts to define urban quality, examine some of 

its component parts, and to apply these criteria to the Tucson Central 

Business District (see Figure 1).

In Chapter I an introduction is given to the important subject 

of urban quality and the pedestrian in the downtown. Herein urban 

quality is defined and a review of prior research on the subject is 

undertaken.

The second chapter discusses the significance of the Tucson 

Central Business District. The area's physical setting, history, and 

delimitation are taken up at this point.

In Chapter III the methodology employed in the study is ex

plained and described. Numerous problems in the writing of the thesis 

and their solutions form the first part of this chapter. There are six 

hypotheses stated which were formulated from research and field work.

A summary of the methodology concludes this chapter.

1
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Now entering the Tucson Central Business District —  
What is the nature of the Urban Quality found therein?

FIGURE 1 THE TUCSON CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
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Chapter IV is the pivotal chapter for it states the definitions, 

relevance, and application of the urban quality criteria derived from 

extensive and intensive research on the subject of quality in our down

town areas. These criteria are: overhead and underground wiring, neg

lect, open space, small urban space, amenity, shade, vista, panorama, 

history, and sequence.

The final chapter summarizes the major findings of the thesis 

in relation to the hypotheses as set forth in Chapter III. The Tucson 

Central Business District is divided into regions on the basis of the 

distribution of urban quality criteria enumerated in the first part of 

Chapter IV. A concluding section deals with recommendations for further 

research along lines related to the subject of urban quality.

Prior Research on Urban Quality

There are numerous worthwhile works which touch on quality from 

a general outlook. Such a book is Environmental Quality in a Growing 

Economy, edited by Jarrett (1966). It is composed of a series of ar

ticles written with an eye to improving the overall environment of 

America, with peripheral mention given urban centers. In God's Own 

Junkyard, Blake (1964) has vividly depicted the American urban milieu 

(not to mention the entire landscape) in the most unflattering terms 

imaginable, Blake, in keeping with his fellow Englishman, Nairn 

(1965), however, is not content to dwell on the negative alone, since 

he also does point out the favorable aspects of our surroundings as 

ideals for which to strive in all places.
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Gibberd (1959) endeavors to demonstrate what is desirable in 

urban quality by specific examples (such as the proper use of store 

fronts, canopies, and street intersections). Such an approach is a 

welcome relief from studies which roam the realm of abstractions while 

never touching on specifics. While paying attention to concrete real

ity, Gibberd does not depart from a view of the whole as a part of his 

conceptual framework. Lynch (1962) follows a parallel course by empha

sizing the totality of the urban situation. Thus, for these two men, 

buildings, streets, parks, and even sidewalk furniture are parts of a 

greater whole and should always be treated as such.

While the order which is stressed by Nairn, Blake, and others 

has great validity in any understanding of urban quality, diversity 

within that order (or continuity or unity) is essential as well.

"Unity in diversity" is a rallying cry for a group of urban thinkers 

whose thoughts have crystallized in the works of Jacobs. Included 

among her works which minutely discuss diversity and the well-being of 

city dwellers are "Downtown is for People" (1958, pp. 140-168) and The 

Death and Life of Great American Cities (1961). Anything which en

livens the urban setting is beneficial according to her. Enclosure, 

amenity, sequence, and open space (all of which shall be taken up later 

in Chapter IV) are the desirable urbane characteristics which she pro
pounds.

One of the two best attempts (in English), to put into words 

just what urban quality and aesthetics are, is Burchard's article", "The 

Urban Aesthetic" (1957, pp. 112-122). Burchard says the urban quality
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and aesthetics of a city is a combination of many sensory stimuli as 

well as the visual one.

Thus:

The city we love or detest is the summation of all such 
things: of its smells, its noises; its people; its voices;
its clothes;- its vehicles; its animals; it is the sum, too, 
of its markets and its sidewalks, of its trees, flowers, 
water, and sculpture, of its clean or grimy air, of its abun
dant or covered sun, of the color of its sky, of its terrain, 
of a way of life, and a history.

Spreiregen has done a comprehensive job in dealing with the 

whole question of urban quality and aesthetics. He stresses the thought 

that beauty in cities is not an afterthought - for him it is a necessity, 

since man cannot live long without beauty without becoming distorted as 

a human being; and quoting J. B. Jackson, Spreiregen adds, "A city 

exists only by grace of the life which pulsates in its streets and 

squares . . .  Art can only adorn something which the spirit has created" 

(Spreiregen 1965, p. 106).

There are far fewer works dealing with actual approaches to and 

programs for evaluating and improving the quality of the urban land

scape. Fortunately, however, there are a number of good endeavors in 

this area. For instance, Spreiregen has devised a system of techniques 

for visual surveying (1965, pp. 64-66). An endorsement is given this 

technique by Gutkind (1964, p. 10). Many of his techniques proved to 

be of considerable practical use in doing field work, (Also, for a 

similar "checklist" of desirable and unwanted elements in the urban 

scene, look at Tunnard and Reed, 1955, pp. 265-266.) Among other fac

ets of this system is extensive use of mapping for many phenomena
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(including vistas, open space, and areas of neglect). Another signif-' 

leant contribution of Spreiregen* s to the concrete study of urban 

quality is his insistence on the formulation of a precise, simple vo

cabulary for any meaningful discussion. While developing this language 

and engaging in conversations on urban quality, he strongly advises 

against using vague abstractions.

The use of the visual survey is encouraged by Fagin and Wein

burg (1958) in their careful study of ways to improve the urban envi

ronment. These authors present two additional ideas which possess 

merit. One involves the positive pursuit of beauty and pleasant humane 

surroundings. The other deals with a leadership which is dynamic and 

which forms a critical elite of qualitative judgment. This group of 

professional planners, architects, historians, geographers, and human

ists study and pass upon any given project to see that it fits into the 

overall plan set for the community by a body of elected officials.

Following Spreiregen*s advice, the present study attempts to 

define all terms contained within it. The following definition of urban 

quality will be used for this study.

Definition

Urban quality includes those elements which make the Central 

Business District a pleasant and desirable, pedestrian-oriented envi

ronment. Positive elements are dealt with which bring such a condition 

about, as well as negative ones which mitigate against quality in the 

urban scene. The entire question of urban quality shall be approached
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from the viewpoint of the pedestrian, who is the ultimate benefactor 

(or victim) of such quality in the downtown (Figure 2),

Other areas of the city (such as strip developments) may well 

be oriented more toward the motorist and thus need to be approached 

in a correspondingly different manner, Lynch, Appleyard, and Myer have 

done some notable work in this direction in their The View From the 

Road (1964).

In the following chapter the Tucson Central Business District 

will be discussed in relation to its physical setting, history, and

delimitation
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a. The car appears to have the right-of-way over the pedestrian in 
the downtown.

b. Is the city to be in auto-scale (note the towering lamp standards) 

FIGURE 2. THE GAR AND THE PEDESTRIAN
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c. Or in a human-scale (note the small, intimate lamp standard of a 
bygone era when the downtown was for the people)?

d. A refreshing respite for the pedestrian.



CHAPTER XI

THE TUCSON CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT 

The Central Business District

For quite some time the downtown has been the single most im

portant geographic region of the city. The Central Business District 

(hereafter called the CBD) is important for it is the focus of civil, 

social, and commercial life, due largely to its location at the point 

of maximum accessibility. It contains the downtown retail district 

with its accompanying department stores, exclusive shops, office com

plexes, banks, clubs, hotels, museums, theaters, and organization head

quarters (Hatt and Reiss 1959, p. 242).

For those who wish a brief concise introduction to the CBD, 

Andrews has done a pro and con discussion on the CBD* s problems (1962, 

pp. 56-100). For a recent account of the structure of the CBD, its 

land uses and ultimate size, one should read a series of articles in 

Economic Geography (Murphy, Vance, and Epstein 1955). Norwood and 

Boyce (1955) go one step further by developing a type of regionaliza

tion within the central city. (See Chapter V for a regionalization of 
the Tucson CBD.)

The focus of this study is upon a specific geographic area, the 

Tucson CBD. It will now be given an intensive examination in order to 

understand its past development and present significance.

10
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The Tucson CBD

Location, Climate, and Physiography

Located in Pima County in southeastern Arizona (Figures 3, 4, 

and 5), Tucson is some 125 miles southeast of Arizona's capital, 

Phoenix, and approximately 65 miles north of the Mexican border (Wil

son 1955, pp. 4-5). The city, renowned for its warm, dry weather (it 

is sunny 85 per cent of the year and has a 248 day growing season), 

is situated at an altitude of 2,423 feet. Shade, amenity, and adequate 

rest areas take on great importance for the pedestrian in Tucson, whose 

July mean maximum temperature exceeds 98° while not dropping below 73° 

(mean average). Wintertime (January) is a pleasant time with a 63° 

mean maximum temperature and 36° as a mean minimum. Save in the sur

rounding mountains, frost and snow are highly unusual, while most of 

the average annual precipitation of 11.41 inches falls in July and 

August in the form of rain, as a consequence of convectional thunder 

storms. Winter peaks occur in December and February as a result of 

cyclonic (frontal) systems.

The word "Tucson" comes from the Papago words, schuk and son. 

"Schuk" means black, and "son" translates as talus or foot (of a hill). 

Thus, Tucson means, literally, "Black Talus at the Foot of the Hill." 

The.hill probably was Sentinel Peak or "A" Mountain. There are twenty 

different spellings of the word, including "Tuqulson," "Tuison," 

"Toison," "Teuson," "Tuczon," and "Tusson" (Freeman 1939, pp. 5-8).

The city is located in a flat alluvial basin and is ringed by mountains 

in every direction - the Santa Catalinas to the north, the Rincons to
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the east, the Santa Rita Mountains farther away toward the south, the 

Tucson Mountains to the west, and the Tortolitas to the northwest.

The continuity of the city’s level lowlands is broken only in the west 

by the intermittent Santa Cruz River and the foothills of the Tucson 

Mountains. The way in which topographic phenomena play a significant 

role in the urban quality of the city will be discussed later (Wilson 

1955, Chapter VII).

History

Early period 1776-1865. Tucson has enjoyed a long, rich, and 

colorful (however rough) historical development (for overall work on 

the history of Tucson, see Cosulich 1953), Founded in 1776 by Father 

Garcas, a Spanish missionary, Tucson’s permanency as a viable communi

ty is most often dated from the following year which saw the Spanish 

establish a presidio (or fort whose walls were twelve feet thick) to 

protect the fledgling beginnings of this" little settlement, the north

ern most outlier of New Spain. The presidio occupied the present sites 

of the Pima County Court House and the old City Hall. The Camino Real 

was the vital life line for people and supplies from the south. This 

Royal Road, which is now Main Avenue, conducted soldiers and missionar

ies to the Old Pueblo, The missions of San Xavier del Bac and San Jose 

del Tucson were almost the only buildings of Tucson in those days.

Thus, Tucson remained a sleepy, little encampment right on the 

edge of nowhere until the Gadsden Purchase of 1853 (Wilson 1955, p. 

130). Until about this time this small village was visited only by in

frequent caravans of settlers, soldiers, missionaries, and marauding
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Apache bands (Cross 1960, pp. 38-39). Perhaps the only event of any 

significance came about on December 16, 1846, when the first flag of 

the U. S. A. was unfurled over the Old Pueblo by the Mormon battalion 

which was on the route to California (as were so many others in these 

and many subsequent years).

In 1853, the still young Republic of Mexico ceded Uncle Sam 

45,535 square miles of what is now southeastern Arizona and southwest

ern New Mexico - an area south of the Gila River between the Colorado 

and Rio Grande rivers for the purchase price of $10,000,000. At this 

same time, a large embittered segment of the Anglo-alienated Mexican 

community packed up and left for the south. In their wake came hordes 

of prospectors, merchandisers, and promoters - a "boom" was upon Tuc

son, the sleepy Southwestern Pueblo.

Prior to the Gadsden Purchase, Tucson was described as the 

"six-gun circuit" which was a "paradise of devils" and a "mecca for 

horse thieves, gamblers, tricksters, speculators, and murderers." 

Tucson's image was the epitome of the wild West, a place of color, ex

citement, and sudden death (Whiting 1949, p. 26). However, with the 

protection afforded by the newly built and freshly garrisoned forts, 

farmers, ranchers, and miners settled on the land south of the Gila 

River (Cosulich 1953, p. 11). Thus, "the shovel and plow followed the 

rifle and revolver (Keating 1949, p. 56).

During the Civil War, with the soldiers withdrawn from Arizona, 

the area lapsed back into a state of stagnation. Mines closed, while 

ranches and farms were abandoned. With the close of hostilities, the
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Butterfield Stage Route was reopened (the stage ran along the 121 Camino 

Real which today is Main Street), the forts regarrisoned, mines re

opened, and farms and ranches resettled.

The Camino Real, formerly the focus of Mexican settlement, be

came the main street of the Anglo community. Fashionable houses were 

built on either side of this ancient artery (including those on the 

west side of the road in what is now popularly dubbed "Snob Hollow") 

as were saloons and other buildings. A, P, E, Safford, J. B, Hamilton, 

and John C, Fremont, governor of the territory (Cosulich 1953, p. 5), 

resided along this colorful street. The little village became a large 

town as it spread atop the mesa above the Santa Cruz River, moving ever 

south and east (derived from a conversation with Mr. Andre Faure, Head 

of City Planning, on December 19, 1967).

Middle period 1865-1941. From the 1860's to the coming of the 

railroad Keating states that in 1880, the town was composed of three 

parts - the residential section, at Main and to the east; the business 

district, at Stone and up Congress (to the west); and "the wedge" - a 

strip in pie-shape form running from Court Street, up Congress, and 

ending in a point at Stone Avenue. Each side of the wedge was a narrow 

street (to the south was Congress) and to the north was "Maiden Lane," 

(Calle de La India Triste in Spanish) which "sheltered ladies of easy 

virtue" (Keating 1949, p. 35). At the time the corner of Congress and 

Main was a theater, beer parlor, and gambling house dubbed "Levine's 

Gardens," A prominent men's club, the "Owls," was located at the 

northeast corner of Broadway and Stone (Cosulich 1953, p. 78).
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Tucson's growth was relatively slow and was not incorporated as 

a city until 1877 (Ibid.). An era of new growth was initiated in March 

of 1880 when the last leg of the Southern Pacific Railroad was com

pleted in Tucson. Thus, Tucson was to be opened to the east and made 

the rail capital of the territory. A new type of building style came 

into vogue with the railroad's arrival. These buildings were largely 

residences characterized by an eastern-type brick exterior, dormer win

dows, and accompanying wooden lattice-work front porch. Good examples 

of these houses may be found in the western portion of the CBD where 

the railroad curves northwest toward California (see Chapter V for a 

further discussion of this area). At this time, the core or CBD moved 

away from the presidio area north and east, paralleling the new rail

road tracks. (Two good maps covering the period from 1860-1880 are:

1) Map of Tucson, surveyed by order of Major N, Fergusson, First Cav

alry, C.V,, Tucson 1862, located in the map collection of Arizona 

Pioneer's Historical Society; and 2) George Hand's Map of Tucson 1870- 

1880. reproduced by John Schneider, Tucson 1949, located in the Special 

Collection Division of the main branch of The University of Arizona 

library. For the period beginning in 1886 until the present consult: 

Sanborn Atlases, Insurance Maps of Tucson. Pima County. Arizona. 1886- 

1909 and 1948, Sanborn Map and Publishing Company, New York, located 

in the Map Room of the main branch of The University of Arizona library.)

However, Tucson was still a little, sleepy adobe town consist

ing mainly of one-story buildings, with no paving or sidewalks and nu

merous whirling windmills. By 1903, Stone Avenue and Congress replaced
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Congress and Meyer as the 100 per cent corner of the CBD (a south

easterly movement), Tucson acquired electric street cars in 1906 (por

tions of the track may still be seen along Main and Congress). Follow

ing the lead of Albert Steinfeld, stores shifted to Stone Avenue ("out 

in the sticks"), five blocks east of Congress and Main (Southern Ari

zona Bank and Trust Company 1953, p. 18).

From the turn of the century to the present, Tucson has come to 

be known as the city of "the AC's - cattle, cotton, copper, and cli

mate" (Cross 1960, p. 230). Indeed, it retained its cowtown quality 

until World War II and the coming of the Davis-Monthan Air Force Base. 

Prior to this dramatic event which ushered in an era of phenomenal 

growth for Tucson, the city's expansion had been slow but steady (save 
for the depression).

World War II and Davis-Monthan Air Force Base shattered much 

of this cozy (if stagnant) picture. War personnel, their families, and 

workers flooded into the community. The population increased to 

121,850 by 1949. The population in 1960 was approximately 243,000 and 

in 1968 around 300,000 (Tucson-Pima County, City-County Planning Com

mission 1967, p. 6; see Figure 6).

At the time of World War II, there were essentially two nodes 

of core (retail) activity - one west of Stone and one east of Stone 

(according to Mr. Andre Faure, Head of the City Planning Department).

By 1957, the retail district had drastically shifted its position to 

Stone Avenue between Congress and Alameda,"with today's heaviest con

centration being between Pennington and Alameda (Denton and King 1960, 

P. 7)0
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The Tucson CBD's peak land value district (including the sec

tion of the "100 per cent corner") has drastically shifted its location 

over the years. Originally at Congress and Main, it shifted with the 

railroad to Congress between Stone and Scott.

According to Vokac (1964, p. 122), Tucson's economic base in 

1963 was dominated by three governmental activities which combined ac

counted for more than two-fifths of all basic employment. Included 

among these activities are: Davis-Monthan Air Force Base (with 18.2

per cent of all basic employment), miscellaneous federal civilian func

tions (12.9 per cent), and The University of Arizona (11.8 per cent).

Of these, the governmental functions are of most importance to the 

downtown. The present Tucson CBD's delimitation for this study will 

now be undertaken.

Delimitation

As of this writing there appears to be no exact method for de

limiting all CBD's. However, Murphy and Vance have come the closest 

to meeting this task. They delimit the CBD of a city according to a 

Central Business Intensity Index (CBII), which is arrived at by divid

ing the CBD core land uses (in square feet) by the total floor space of 

the block (in square feet). They also employ a Central Business Height 

Index (CBHI), which is derived at by dividing the Central Business 

total floor space (in square feet) by the total ground floor area of 

the block (in square feet) (Murphy and Vance 1954b,p. 193). Peabody 

employs the Murphy and Vance method in his delimitation of the Tucson 

CBD with an "equalization ratio" modification (1964, p, 11).
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The delimitation used in this paper is one which combines Pea

body's, the one arrived at through a perception study involving the 

downtown undertaken in 1966 by an Urban Planning Group and pragmatic 

alterations in keeping with the pedestrian-oriented nature of this 

study (Hamden et al. 1965). Radbill's delimitation varies from these 

two in that it cuts off at Toole, Franklin, Church, and Sixth Street, 

since the study is based upon pedestrian activity, which was seen to be 

lacking in the warehouse area adjacent to the Southern Pacific Railroad 

tracks save for a small number of persons employed in the immediate 

area). By polling a sample of people in the downtown, the urban plan

ning class ascertained the most frequently mentioned CBD limits or 

boundaries (see Figure 7 for various delimitations of the Tucson CBD 

and Figure 8 for Radbill's delimitation).

Various easy walking distances have been arrived at for pedes

trians in the CBD. These distances were determined by the lengths 

people are willing to-walk in the downtown. Denton and King (1960, 

p. 7) have proposed ones of 1,000 feet (five minutes walking time) and 

450 feet (average lunch trip). These were applied to the Tucson CBD.

A distance of 2,800 feet (half mile) has been worked out as the great

est extent of a CBD for the pedestrian use.

As is readily apparent, the Tucson CBD's area closely corre

lates with the distance placed on two bisecting axes running north and 

south along Stone and east and west along Congress (see Figure 9).

Pedestrian study applied to the CBD shows that the outer limits 

of the 1,000 foot walking zone (measured from the 100 per cent corner



FIGURE 7. VARIOUS DELIMITATIONS OF THE TUCSON CBD
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of Stone and Pennington) generally outlines the CBD as delimited for 

this study (see Figure 10). Any increment of growth might be expected 

to retain the same shape with the only extensions being along the main 

automobile axis (probably only to the south). Naturally the pattern 

lacks complete symmetry, due to the presence of the railroad tracks to 

the north and east. One would not expect the CBD to "cross over the 

tracks" especially since one of the zones of discard is located on the 

eastern edge of the CBD (see Figures 11 and 12 for CBD's boundaries and 

common entrances).

The only places where the CBD's delimitation does not conform 

to the easy walking distance outline are in the residential areas to 

the northwest and part of the Meyer Street portion to the southwest.

The former's inclusion was based on people's perception of the downtown 

area and is fairly well removed from the retail core in terms of walk

ing distance (but would be included within a 1,500 feet or eight-minute 

easy walking distance outline, if such a one were feasible on the map). 

The latter area is the other area of discard and would not be expected 

to draw very heavy pedestrian traffic (relative to the volumes experi

enced in the downtown's center), since it contains less desirable sur

roundings and lacks functions (especially retail) attractive to the 

person on foot.

Both of these areas in the western part of the CBD, however, 

are likely to feel the impact of the New Pueblo project in the form of 

greatly increased pedestrian flows. The ultimate limits of the CBD 

probably will not extend beyond the railroad tracks to the north and



The 100 per cent corner of Stone and Pennington has the heaviest 
volume of pedestrian traffic in the Tucson Central Business 
District.

FIGURE 10. THE 100 PER CENT CORNER
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a. The Central Business District is bounded on the north, northeast, 
and east by the Southern Pacific Railroad tracks.

b. The Central Business District's southern boundary is an area 
of residences,

FIGURE H "  THE CBD'S BOUNDARIES



c. The western boundary of the Central Business District is Main 
Avenue and the gradient down into "Snob Hollow."

vt
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a. The most commonly used entrances to the downtown are the Stone 
Avenue underpass,

b. The Sixth Street underpass,
FIGURE 12. THE MOST COMMONLY USED ENTRANCES TO THE DOWNTOWN
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d. And the Broadway underpass.
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east, Main Avenue (with a few exceptions due to the New Pueblo project) 

to the west (where there is a marked gradient dropping sharply down 

toward "Snob Hollow" - an area west of Main and north of Paseo Redondo, 

which contains many old homes which once represented the epitome of 

style and taste in Tucson - thus the name - and the freeway, and where 

a new six-lane highway is soon to cut through this area along what is 

now Main Avenue), and the area of housing to the south.

Before discussing the methodology explored in the study (Chap

ter III) and the analysis of the downtown on the basis of visual cri

teria (Chapter IV), an important non-visual criterion, historic 

locations, will be applied to the Tucson CBD,

History as a Non-visual Criterion 

The criterion of historic locations differs from the other cri

teria used in this study. These other nine indicators of urban quality 

are of a definite visual nature and thus physically mappable. On the 

other hand, the significance of historic locations may only be ascer

tained by a reading of relevant materials, and not simply by a physical 

perusal of the downtown. However, history has its place among the 

other urban quality criteria for at least two reasons. One would be 

that it is mentioned as an indicator of urban quality more often (and is 

more strenuously espoused) by authors writing on the subject of improv

ing the cityscape than any of the others. Secondly, it appears to have 

a more salient character in Tucson than in some other cities which are 

perhaps less unique in their heritage from the past. Thus, history is 

the framework for the present (Schurman 1966, p, 3), since historical
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locations are primarily the indicators of the past which make up the 

ecology of the present (Watson 1965, p. 75),

Application

The map of historic locations in the CBD (Figure 13) shows only 

four sites east of Stone and only one east of Scott, Such a concen

trated distribution reflects upon the origin of the city, which began 

with the establishment of the thickly-walled presidio in 1776 (roughly 

bounded by Pennington, Main, Washington, and Church), in the western 

part of the downtown. To the south are found the old locations for 

stagecoach facilities and related activities, which were in heavy de

mand from the I8601s to the 1880's. The western area of the downtown 

(west of Stone and south of Council) also demonstrates the long occu

pancy of the Mexican community in the Old Pueblo. Evidence of this 

enduring occupancy include the former site of the Mexican circus, the 

Gazebo, and the site of the old St. Agustin Church.

"The area to the east of the area just discussed was considered 

"out in the sticks" for quite a long time (even up to the Twentieth 

Century, as a matter of fact, or at least up until the coming of the 

railroad in 1880). The map also gives evidence of the former central 

activity in the Meyer Street area. The wedge is an excellent demonstra

tion of a former geographic land use pattern no longer in existence. 

Other examples of such changes in use are the present court house (once 

Leatherwood‘s Stables), the Greyhound bus station (formerly the St. 

Agustin Church), Dave Bloom and Sons (once the first public school in



FIGURE 13. HISTORIC LOCATIONS

LEGEND

1. Outline of Presidio wall
2. Orndorff Hotel
3. Plaza de Las Armas (Military Plaza)
4. Leatherwood1s Stables
5. First American flag raised here (Mormon Battalion)
6. Padre Kino Monument
7. Salano Leon's Chapel
8. Whipping post (near old Court House)
9. Site of first Court House
10. Old Presidio chapel
11. J. S. Mansfield's news depot
12. Maiden Lane (Calle de La India Triste)
13. Overland stage station
14. Occidental (or Palace) Hotel
15. Site of former Mexican circus
16. Gazebo in La Placita Park
17. St. Agustin Cathedral
18. Lords and Williams Stables
19. First Owl's Club
20. First public school
21. Old cemetery
22. Fish home
23. Stevens home
24. Old Adobe Restaurant
25. Cordova home
26. Cordova shop
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the city), and the First National Bank of Tucson (the cemetery in town 

for a number of years).

Conversely, land use patterns remaining the same through the 

years include the Old Adobe Restaurant, the open space of the Plaza de 

Las Armas (El Presidio Park), and the adobe style Fish and Stevens 

homes. The court house in its present location has only moved slightly 

from its former location (and has been greatly enlarged). Interesting

ly, names of streets often derive from the original land use associated 

with a particular area, witness the old site of the Tully and Ochoa 

stage lines on Ochoa Street. Unfortunately, the old, quiet, human- 

scaled neighborhood area (derived from the cumulative effect of the 

buildings, street, lamp posts, trees, and sidewalks) Main Avenue, with 

all of its historic character and significance is planned for an un

timely end to suit the needs of politics and transportation flow. This 

quaint little street which was the life line (the old Royal Road and 

later the real Butterfield route) of the original community will be 

sacrificed to a six-lane express highway, which may, in a sense, not 

only destroy the historic nature of the area, but also to further weak

en the urban fabric of the CBD. The preserved Fish and Stevens houses 

on Main Avenue and the Cordova house and shop on Washington and Meyer 

will still be interesting places to visit many future generations to 

come. These homes are merely two representative models of a typical 

southwestern style architecture. Other examples of this style house 

are scheduled to be torn down as part of the Urban Renewal Program.
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Next, Chapter III takes up the question of methodology, or the 

actual problems encountered in the writing of the thesis and the re

lated field work, and how they were dealt with on a pragmatic basis*

4



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Problems Encountered and the Approach 

As is the case with any subject which is both on the frontier 

of research and elusive of definition, there is an unfortunate lack of 

directly-related materials dealing with urban quality. When the sub

ject is broached at all, it is held at arm's length, dealt with in ab

stractions, and generally alluded to in terms which the authors seem 

sure of, but which leave the reader with no more understanding of the 

subject of urban quality than that with which he started. The approach 

followed here involves an immersion in the literature dealing with the 

subject of urban quality, as well as much peripheral, but nonetheless 

useful material. From a broad base of desirable and unwanted elements 

discussed repeatedly by authorities in the field (architects, urban 

planners, sociologists, and others), a select list of pragmatically ap

plicable (concrete versus abstract) and mappable criteria was selected. 

Included in this broad list were the following: anchor, non-

physical (such things as parades, fiestas, and fairs), order-style-chaos, 

diversity, accent, punctuation, focus, sequence, surprise, invitation, 

human scale, use of space, pride of place, monotony, climatic apprecia

tion, cleanliness and neglect, symmetrical-asymmetrical, enclosure, 

unity in diversity, skyline ("vertical texture"), overlap, node and 

landmark, contrast, topographic appreciation, landscaping and

37 •
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camouflage, street furniture, pedestrian-car conflict, texture, grain, 

pattern, rhythm, blending of old and new, noise, smell, microclimate, 

urbanity, frame, vista, panorama, shade, history and reinforcement, 

and wiring.

Lack of sufficient knowledge precluded the use of order-style- 

chaos, symmetrical-asymmetrical, and monotony. The abstract or even 

amorphous nature of unity in diversity, non-physical, urbanity, tex

ture, grain, pattern and rhythm excluded these terms. Some of these 

words embodied a general concept which was applicable to a specific 

criteria and were thus used as descriptive words or sub-criteria. 

Anchor, accent, punctuation, surprise, invitation, overlap, landmark, 

and node reinforcement were used in conjunction with the criteria of 

sequence; anchor, focus, and frame were included under vista; human 

scale, use of space, and enclosure were employed under the heading of 

small urban space; open space was made to include landscaping and camou 

flagc; amenity encompassed street furniture; climatic appreciation fell 

under shade; topographic and skyline appreciation came under vista and 

panorama. Blending of the old and new came under the criteria of his

tory and wiring stood alone. Noise and smell, and microclimate were 

discarded due to a personal lack of means to measure and map them.

The criteria selected were: overhead and underground wiring,

neglect, open space, small urban space, amenity, shade, vista, pano

rama, history, and sequence.

One may accurately call such a method an inductive approach, 

since specific, concrete elements are "first taken up to form a basis
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of understanding, while more abstract, general terms' are afterwards 

used as partial explanations of the more specific ones (while the lat

ter, in turn, aid in interpreting the former as well).

Qualitative problems are infinitely harder to deal with than 

those of a quantitative nature, since the former are considerably 

broader in nature and open-ended in scope (Jarrett 1966, p. ix). It 

would appear that the greatest, strength of a study concerned with the 

quality of the urban environment, namely, its tremendously broad scope, 

is at the same time its greatest weakness. Thus, when writing on the 

nature of the urban milieu, one is able to draw on the work of many 

varied fields of scholarship, thus benefiting from interdisciplinary 

cross-fertilization, but at the same time one is hard pressed to focus 

the material thus gathered into a cogent research project. While one 

is able to benefit from and participate in such interdisciplinary en

deavors, he simultaneously runs the danger of becoming "a jack of all 

trades and a master of none."

However, given that a familiarity with such a great reservoir 

of information may be adequately mastered or understood, there still 

remains for the would-be eclectic synthesizer to utilize his vast array 

of data in a pragmatic manner which holds meaning for the reader-at- 

large. To be more specific, as a geographer, how is one to map the 

many qualitative and aesthetic criteria? The answer, if that is the 

correct word, perhaps lies in paring down and modifying the criteria in 

such a way as to form a hard-core of definable, relevant, and mappable 

phenomena which may be used as a springboard for attacking the problems
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at hand. These concrete criteria were then observed and mapped in the 

study area.
Unfortunately, many perfectly valid standards prove to be im

mune to any possible scientific measurement, especially when they touch 

on the realm of the psychological. Related to this difficult dilemma 

is the equally vexing problem that there still exist numerous occasions 

on which the final results (be they maps or other aspects of the study) 

are definitely affected by the observer's own interpretation. It is 

not expected that such personal involvement shall not exist (indeed, it 

is both necessary and proper in such an undertaking), but that it be 

prudently tempered with forethought and restraint, as well as corrobor

ated by numerous authorities in the field.

All things are not map'pable (at least in this study). However,

the best or most appropriate examples surely are. Photographs act as

complementary aids for understanding both maps and the text of the

work. Although the present study is limited to mappable elements,this

is not to say they are the only possible criteria which constitute

urban quality, but are an attempt to examine certain aspects of it.

Here too, though, difficulties quickly arise. No camera will ever

"see" exactly what the human eye perceives.
'/

At times this fact does not matter greatly, but at others it 

can prove to be quite detrimental to the making of especially subtle 

points. In addition, the best of maps, words, and photographs quite 

•often cannot connote a "feeling" that is present in a certain situa

tion, and of course "feeling" is extremely important in the expression
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and comprehension of urban quality and aesthetics. It should be re

searched thoroughly as well to ascertain what lies behind it. Such a 

perception study was seriously contemplated and its possibilities ex

plored, but time, unfortunately, did not permit such an endeavor.

Relevant here as well are the "newness" of the subject and the 

danger of using overly technical terminology. Thus, for example, over

riding concepts were used in discussing architectural points, rather 

than obtruse characterizations.

Since time (and often enough, resources) were severely limited 

the best effort had to be concentrated on making an exploratory inspec

tion of urban quality in the Tucson CBD (as was possible). To others 

must be left the numerous avenues of research which invite the inter

ested reader. Some of these, which seem worthy of perusal and pursual, 

are taken up under "Suggestions for Further Research" in Chapter V. 

Certain hypotheses were formulated during the research and field work 

stages of the thesis * s evolution.

Hypotheses

The major hypotheses set forth for this study are as follows:

1. One would find more negative urban quality elements and 

less positive ones as he moved away from the 100 per cent corner.

2. Shade would virtually never be taken into account.

3. Negative elements would stand out more than would positive

ones.

4. Cars would have precedence over people.
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5, History would be either neglected or made light of within 

the downtown scheme.

6. Certain areas would stand out as very strong regions either 

positively (100 per cent corner) or negatively (Meyer Street area).

A summary of the methodology employed in this study includes 

these steps:

1. Extensive and intensive research in the field of urban 

quality as well as many peripheral but related fields,

2. A listing of the main elements of urban quality derived 

from such research (a checklist as expounded by Fagin and We inburg in 

Chapter I)„

3. A paring down of this list to form a hard core of concrete, 

dependable criteria for measuring at least a segment of urban quality.

4. Formulating hypotheses based on research and the list of 

criteria,

5. Mapping the criteria in the Tucson CBD as delimited for 

this study.

6. Taking a great number of photographs to act as a form of 

corroboration and visual explanation of the text (and maps). Numbers 

5 and 6 constitute a type of "visual survey" as advocated by Tunnard 

and Spreiregen in Chapter I,

7. Drawing valid generalizations concerning the urban quality 

of the Tucson CBD from the research and field work outlined above with 

an eye to its eventual improvement, and to (hopefully) bring the entire 

subject to the attention of professionals and the public alike.



8. Making final recommendations for further research on the 

question of urban quality in order that better and more sophisticated 

methods will eventually be formulated and employed to both ascertain 

and improve urban quality in our downtown areas.

Chapter IV includes the visual urban quality criteria arrived 

at through the methods outlined above. These criteria will be defined, 

examined as to their relevance, and as to their application to the 

Tucson CBD,
l



CHAPTER XV

ANALYSIS

The following are the nine visual urban quality criteria se

lected for the study. Each will be defined, discussed as to its rele

vancy, and applied to the Tucson CBD.

Overhead and Underground Wiring

Definition

Overhead and underground wiring encompasses all utility poles, 

wires, and generators associated with telephone, electric, and other 

utility lines. Overhead wiring consists of all such paraphernalia above 

ground level and clearly visible to the naked eye. Underground wiring 

includes all such equipment which is under street level and hidden from 

sight.

Relevance

Probably no more salient indicator of urban quality exists than 

visible and unseen wiring. They also serve as focal points of agree

ment among many diverse writers on the subject (including Crane, Blake, 

Tunnard, Nairn, and Jackson), Blake (1964) refers to exposed wiring of 

many types as perhaps the prime active "anti-beauty" factor in the down

town. Not only is such wiring unsightly, but eye-scratching utility 

poles and the effect of wires is greatly magnified when they serve to 

mar pleasing vistas and panoramas. Thus, while below ground level

44
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wiring enhances the environment (if only by not infringing upon the 

good therein), above surface wiring adds a very negative aspect to the 

urban setting (Brown 1965, p. 31). An example is the indiscriminate 

lopping off of tree top branches in an irresponsible manner in order to 

facilitate the routing of various wiring (which leads most often to the 

ultimate demise of the tree).

Application -

There exists in the Tucson CBD a very clear and distinct pat

tern of overhead and underground wiring (see Figure 14). The core area 

of underground wiring is bounded by Alameda Street, Stone Avenue, Broad

way Boulevard, and Sixth Avenue (there are outliers of wireless areas 

along Stone, Alameda, Pennington, Congress, Broadway, Scott, and Sixth 

Avenue). However, this area "in visual reality" extends for the aver

age pedestrian all the way east to Toole Avenue, bounding the Southern 

Pacific Railroad tracks. If wiring in alleys (Russell, Arizona, and 

Herbert) is discounted for the moment, then the heart of the wireless 

area is extended not only to Toole, but also south to Twelfth Street. 

Furthermore, if wires were to be buried on the east side of Church Ave

nue, between Alameda and Congress Streets, then the wireless area would 

immediately be enhanced by three new blocks to the west of Stone.

It is apparent that the area of underground wiring coincides 

very closely with the CBD's core retail area. Such a situation is a 

logical outgrowth of the policy by which the utility company Tucson Gas 

and Electric Company (henceforth T. G.. & E.) operates. The Arizona 

Corporation Commission oversees the company which operates under a
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FIGURE 14. OVERHEAD AND UNDERGROUND WIRING
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franchise agreement with the city in effect since 1950. At that time 

two wiring systems (overhead and underground) were in effect simultane

ously, and in uneconomic juxtaposition to one another. Thus, the fran

chise gave official recognition to the existent economic problem. In 

all places called for by the agreement, wiring must be underground. At 

this time the area included Stone, Alameda, Scott, Pennington, Congress, 

and Broadway, When a certain load is reached (usually over 500 kilo

watts) underground wiring becomes economically preferable to the over

head variety. Large load users (such as the big department stores in 

the retail core of the CBD) justify underground wiring of utilities.

Although the exact situation varies from city to city and state 

to state, T. G. & E. gages all of its costs, prices, and profits by the 

outlay needed for overhead wiring. Thus, someone must "foot the bill" 

and pay T. G. & E. the cost differential between overhead and under

ground wiring.

Any consideration of urban quality or aesthetics is essentially 

a by-product of the economics of the situation. Fortunately, there ap

pears to be reason to hope since society's affluence continues to in

crease as the cost of underground wiring (through new technological 

breakthroughs and the like) correspondingly decreases. With more money 

to spend on a less costly item such as buried wiring, one would suppose 

at least some individuals or groups within society would be willing to 

pay for the benefits of such a move. As matters now stand, one small 

economic step at a time (with rare opportunities for mass burial such 

as with the New Pueblo Project) must be taken in any burial of wires.
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On any given street, the effect of only one post and set of 

wires is all too effective in creating a negative effect on an other

wise "wireless" street. One might say then, regarding underground 

wiring, it is a case of "all or nothing" since a little wiring goes 

a long way in retarding the appearance of the urban landscape.

Neglect

Definition

Neglect refers to the undesirable physical qualities of the 

urban environment which, when occurring in groups, serve to give an 

area a blighted or unkept look. Such qualities include the unfortunate 

mix of outhouses, improper or unshielded refuse areas, abandoned cars, 

and delapidated outbuildings (Tunnard 1953, p. 554); deserted stores; 

exposed plumbing; broken sidewalks (or none at all); dirty streets, 

sidewalks, and buildings; exposed walls of buildings, and signs painted 

on them; vacant corner lots, proliferating signs and billboards; and 

unlandscaped and bare parking lots.

Relevance

Downtowns have in too many instances become the eyesores of our 

cities. They are frequently referred to as "gray areas," being charac

terized by shabby, squalid conditions of disrepair and delapidation. 

Usually any consideration for quality in such an environment is either 

relegated to a secondary position in relation to material abundance or 

is found lacking altogether (Nairn 1955, p. 76),
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Hopefully there will be a basic awareness by the inhabitants 

of. the city (and especially by the central city dweller) as to what is 

wrong with their surroundings and why. Along with such a realization, 

there evidently has to be a willingness on the part of city dwellers 

(and indeed, on everyone’s part) to improve their common lot if the 

future is to hold promise of a better urban environment (Gruen 1956, 

p. 47).

Application

Even a cursory glance at Figure 15 shows a most definite polar

ization of neglect in portions of the CBD. Congress, Main, Broadway, 

Meyer, Ochoa, Jackson, and Stone outline such an area to the southwest, 

while a similar section to the east is roughly bounded by Scott, Broad

way, Russell, Twelfth Street, Arizona, Broadway, Fourth Avenue, and 

Tenth Street. Both of these areas would appear to be "zones of dis

card" (Murphy 1966, pp. 306-307).

The "zone of assimilation" would appear to be roughly bounded 

by Council, Church, Congress, and Scott (Murphy 1966, p. 307). In the 

area to the southwest are found pawnshops, pool halls, flop houses, 

tumble-down shanties, and outhouses. The inhabitants of this south

western ("Meyer Street") section are overwhelmingly lower-class Negroes 

and Mexican-Americans. This segment of the CBD is the hard core of the 

soon to be renovated "New Pueblo Project" area. There would appear to 

be an excellent possibility for this entire area being removed from
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FIGURE 15. NEGLECT
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classification as an area of neglect, in the ensuing years due to the 
Project.

The east-southeast portion referred to previously was a center 

of vital CBD activity after the coming of the Southern Pacific Railroad 

to Tucson in 1880, Here are found down-at-the-heels hotels, a variety 

of moribund shops (with "for lease or hire" signs in many windows), and 

a definite lack of functions and accompanying activity. The major dif

ference between this eastern portion and its cross-town contemporary 

(i.e., "Meyer Street") is its emphasis on commercial activity over res

idential occupancy. Within the commercial sphere, the main divergence 

seems to be that East Congress Street is only dying, while Meyer Street 

is certainly defunct.'

Other phenomena on the map of neglect fall into either one of 

two categories. One would be the transitory process of construction 

(mostly having to do with the "New Pueblo Project") while the second 

would involve a spattering of neglected areas to the northwest, an area 

of post-railroad houses. This area is essentially residential in 

nature, which means (in general) some home-owners keep up their houses, 

while others allow theirs to deteriorate (see Chapter V). Only one 

block qualifies as "totally neglected” (an unlandscaped, bare parking 

lot bordered by Franklin, Court, Council, and Church), Other elements 
of neglect found in this northwest section (bounded by Meyer, Telles, 

Court, Council, Ash Alley, Church, and Sixth Street) occurred singly, 

and since blocks qualify for neglect only when grouped in definite 

spatial aggregates were accordingly mapped as separate entities within 

a given block.
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Due to the nature of the criterion and the method employed to 

measure it, subjective judgment necessarily entered the picture. In 

such a situation one may only trust that the original judgment in the 

choice of neglect as a criterion, as well as its measurement by the 

method outlined above, were reasonably valid decisions in the pursual 

of the study’s objective.

Open Space

Definition
Open space generally describes park-like areas of greenery in 

or near the ODD. It is often confused with urban space (see p. 56) 

(Spreiregen 1965, p. 76). Such spaces had to be at least a yard long 

and a yard wide to qualify (private lawns were discounted, regardless 

of site).

Relevance

Sitte has referred to parks and other areas of greenery or 

nature within the city as "sanitary greens" (Mumford 1960-61, p. 1). 

Indeed, such areas of natural growth offer a much needed contrast to 

the hustle and bustle of the urban scene. Parks may serve a triple 

purpose, one of rest and relaxation, as forums or informal meeting 

places, and as areas with historic monuments to remind us of our heri- 

tage, both national and local. These areas must be meaningful; that 

is, they must serve and accommodate people.

Thus to be effective, open space should be in an intimate, 

human scale, but not in a large, impersonal one. In the former



situation, the space acts as a unifier, while in the latter it serves 

as a divider - a type of Cordon Sanitaire with its isolated islands 

of unfortunate urbanites. Thus, these essentially human-oriented 

spaces should never take on the character of "the big project" which 

destroys any sense of identity within the human observer. When Burn

ham spoke of "only big plans churning men's blood," he spoke of the 

quality of the concept and not its size (Whyte 1958, p. 26). Smaller 

scale efforts in the construction of open areas are preferable to 

large-scale projects (Fagin and Weinburg 1958, p. 53).

Greenery or landscaping may serve another function in addition 

to its sociological one, that of acting as a type of "cosmetic" for 

certain blight-dominated areas within the CBD. Parking lots and their 

toll booths, parking garages, irregular facades, light standards, and 

loud billboards might all be likely beneficiaries of such "masking" 

techniques (Darling and Milton 1966, p. 555), There are those who dis

agree. Such "purists" see the question of the urbanization of the 

landscape in black and white terms. Thus, for them, "cosmetics" are 

inadequate palliatives which serve only to gloss over the real issue 

involved - "the urban landscape is no longer used, only abused" (Crane 

1960, p. 281).

From an ecologic point of view, the environment of towns and 

cities needs the balance of plants, animals, and man just as much as 

any other area of human habitat (Anderson 1957-1958, p. 5). Burchard 

is in complete agreement with this view (1957, p. 113),

53
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Application

Open space in the Tucson CBD is severely limited in both quan

tity and geographical distribution. There is very little open space 

within the downtown area of the Old Pueblo and that which exists is 

ill-situated. What little there is, however, is of a fine quality, 

although it is almost entirely relegated to the western portion of the 

CBD (see Figure 16). Further, the overwhelming per cent of open space 

found here is associated with the governmental center in the downtown 

area. One wonders just how much more the already limited area devoted 

to open space would be curtailed if the governmental functions were re

moved. According to Crane, the average per cent of open space within 

the CBD directly attributable to governmental institutional presence 

is between forty and fifty-three per cent (Crane 1960, p. 284). This 

figure would appear to be close to ninety-five per cent in the Tucson 

case.

There are only two areas of open space physically used by 

people in the CBD. One is the old Plaza de Las Armas (now El Presidio 

Park) bordered by Meyer, Ott, Court, and Alameda, and the other is the 

recently built park commemorating Padre Kino at the southwest corner of 

Main and Alameda by the new City Hall complex. The Mexican Gazebo on 

Broadway and Mesilla usually has considerable numbers of people grouped 

around it, since they are not allowed within it. Finally, there are 

two contiguous areas to the south, southeast of the CBD, the library 

and the armory (or military) plaza (old Camp Lowell), bounded by Scott, 

Thirteenth Street, Fifth Avenue, and Twelfth Street.
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It is apparent the open space available to the public is of a 

fine quality, although it is lacking in quantity and perhaps, to a de

gree, in location. It might be better to have it more centrally lo

cated. As it is, there are essentially only two usable open spaces, 

both in the western portion of the CBD (El Presidio Park and Padre Kino 

Park). Perhaps it would be a good idea to include more open space and 

amenity within existing parking lot facilities, such as has been at

tempted with Don's Park and Shop lots in the downtown.
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Small Urban Space

Definition

Urban space is quite different from open space (see p.52), 

since it is the product of cities, specifically the juxtaposition of 

buildings and/or their component parts (such as patio walls, for ex

ample) (Spreiregen 1965, p. 71).

Only small urban space (roughly not measuring over eighty to 

one-hundred feet in any direction) shall be dealt with here. It is 

in an intimate scale which is childlike and protective, unlike the 

monumental, oppressing scale which is often the case with large urban 

space (Ibid). Three types of small urban space shall be taken up 

here - enclosure, three-fourths closure (or "nook"), and "indentation," 

First, full visual enclosure comes about when the walls forming an ur

ban space are one-half to one-third as high as the width of the en

closed space. When they are only one-fourth as high or less, then the 

space ceases to be enclosed. A handy rule of thumb for determining 

enclosure involves closing off of sight from a view of the outside
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terrain. Thus, a wall must be at eye level to close the viewer’s line 

of sight (usually a minimum of six feet is required)(Lynch 1962, p. 58).

For empirical field study in the CBD, two additional types of 

small urban space have been observed. First is three-fourths enclosure 

(or "nook"). This is a space enclosed on three sides with a fourth 

open or partially open to the side facing the street. When the observer 

places his back to this "side," he feels a sense of enclosure derived 

from the three walled sides.

The second type of small urban space derived from field study 

is "indentation." This phenomena occurs whenever the usually linear 

line of street facades is broken with a sharply indented angle inject

ing from the sidewalk into the building proper. Such spaces are thus 

formed by just two elements, or the two parts of the wall of the build

ing, Both in the case of three-fourths closure and indentation, the 

space had to measure approximately a yard "deep" (from the point of the 

facade farthest toward the street to the point farthest indented in the 

wall of the building). One must readily concede the fact that these 

are not the only types of small urban space. One may only hope that 

they prove to be sound means of ascertaining urban quality.

Relevance

Previously, the important matter of face-to-face contact has 

been dealt with as a prime raison d ’etre of the downtown. Small urban 

spaces offer a unique and exciting opportunity for intimate, vital ren- 

devous of shoppers, workers, or business associates - a type of civil

ity unique to the urban experience. They constitute urbane oases in
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the daily desert of the hurly-burly city. Quite often such spaces are 

associated with the older portions of the city (Morris and Zisraan 1962, 

p. 156), which is exactly the case regarding much of the enclosure 

within the Tucson CBD.
Rasmussen (1957) has clearly stated on several occasions that 

urban space is an integral part of architecture, as Gibberd has simi

larly maintained its place of importance in the field of urban design 

(Gibberd 1959). Among the host of architects, planners, and designers 

who find themselves in accord on the matter of urban space are Sitte 

and Gutkind, who most strongly contend urban space is the very basic 

matrix of town and city planning (Sitte 1945 and Gutkind 1964). There 

is probably no other quality of the urban landscape more conducive to 

urbanity, diversity, and the security of the city dweller than small 

urban space.

Application

As was previously alluded to the area encompassing the over

whelming per cent of full visual enclosure is the northwestern portion 

of the CBD, an area including the northern half of the old presidio and 

north of that to Sixth Street. This area is outlined by Main on the 

west, Alameda to the south, Stone on the east, Franklin and Church to 

the northeast, and Sixth Street to the north (see Figure 17). Within 

this area the predominant type of enclosure to be found consists of 

patios, courtyards, and other such small spaces associated with the 

adobe style homes found in this area. Many of these areas have been 

cleverly converted into law and real estate offices, without any loss
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of mystique or charm. The relatively small amount of urban space 

found outside the area outlined above generally follows a similar bent, 

especially regarding the walled courtyards and patios which are part 

and parcel of the adobe architectural style of the Southwest.

If one includes both sides of the street, the vast majority of 

three-fourths enclosure is found between Pennington and Congress 

Streets, and Stone and Sixth Avenue. By comparing this distribution 

with that shown for underground wiring, there is definite correlation 

between these two elements of urban quality. Where they overlap they 

coincide with much of the area encompassed by the 1,000 foot easy 

walking distance (see Figure 9). They would thus appear to be func

tions of the retail trade, as well as of service and finance.

A less distinct but still noticeable pattern can be seen for 

indentation. It occurs most frequently at corners, as is especially 

evidenced by the banking node intersection of Stone and Alameda. Both 

of these elements would seem to serve the dual purpose of attracting 

and holding the downtown pedestrian flow, shoppers, workers, and gen

eral passers-by. They are visual attractions, as well as physical 

magnets for individuals who, once attracted (or "caught"), will (hope

fully) be induced to partake of the particular services or goods of

fered by the establishment to which they have been drawn. Hopefully, 

the location of the pleasing and desirable elements of urban quality 

would be planned for as a vital part of the New Pueblo Project and not 

to be demolished in older areas which may be destined for new "progres 

sive" building construction.
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Amenity

Definition

Amenity in the CBD is defined as physically concrete phenomena 

which conduce material confort and/or convenience to the pedestrian. 

Three types of phenomena are included, colonnades, canopies, and 

benches (Gibberd 1959 and Jacobs 1961). A colonnade is a passageway 

composed of a series of columns set at regular intervals and usually 

supporting the base of a roof structure (Guralnik, ed, 1965, p, 163).

In order to qualify as a colonnade, a structure has to possess at least 

four columns with three evenly interspersed arches in between. In ad

dition, according to Gibberd, such a structure had to be four feet in 

depth (from the point of contact with the sidewalk to the door front 

of the building) in order to hold and conduct people. While holding 

and conducting people colonnades offer shade, act as frames in "spot 

vistas" and serve as invitation and reinforcement as parts of sequence.

A canopy is a canvas awning or steel (or steel and glass) or 

concrete overhand (marquee) which suspends out over the sidewalk for 

at least a distance of three feet. Such a canopy must be in good con

dition, so as to have its utilitarian value unimpaired (i.e., it may 

not have gaping holes in it or otherwise be characterized by conditions 

of disrepair which would impair its functional purpose). Canopies 

offer shelter from the elements and act as reinforcement as part of a 

sequence. They also add diversity to the urban scene.

A bench is a seat for two or more people. It may be constructed 

of wood, brick, stone, or various combinations of these materials.
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Benches offer rest and relaxation for the pedestrian, as well as being 

focal points for personal conversations. Benches must be on the public 

domain in order to be included within this definition. Since all such 

criteria are pedestrian-oriented, all private (residential) seating is 

discounted. Porches were also excluded as elements of amenity for 

similar reasons.

Relevance

As was the case with small urban space, it is not the intent of 

this paper to dogmatically contend that the elements of amenity, as ex

posed here, are the elements of amenity, for all such studies of urban 

quality. It is desirable, however, that they may prove to be valid 

measures of urban quality. There are many factors encompassed by urban 

amenity, which others would include under its label, but which are in

finitely more difficult to measure. Among such items frequently men

tioned by writers dealing with urban quality and aesthetics are 

textured sidewalks, kiosks, arcades, fountains, sculpture, arches, and 

landscaping. These elements also constitute diversity within the down

town area, which serves to enliven the urban landscape, while revitaliz

ing the observer (Figure 18) (Spreiregen 1965, p. 126; Jacobs 1961, p, 

14; Lynch 1962, p. 63; and Tunnard and Reed 1955, p. 265)»

Application

Colonnades appear to occur in the CBD as component parts of 

three kinds of structures - banks, hotels, and government buildings - 
owing to the monumental style often associated with these temples of 
government and commerce. A line drawn from Stone along Alameda to



a. Elements of diversity in the Central Business District include 
sidewalk texture,

FIGURE 18. ELEMENTS OF DIVERSITY
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c. Arcades,

d. Fountains,
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f. Arches,



And landscaping
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Main, from Main and Alameda to Pennington, and hence back to Stone 

would circumscribe the vast majority of such features in the downtown 

(see Figure 19). In all cases within the area thus delineated, the 

colonnades are associated with government buildings, either new in con

struction (the city hall) or old (the building in juxtaposition to city 

hall, the police headquarters) as well as with banks. The apparent 

reason for their repeated spatial occurrence lies in the fact that 

colonnades are most often associated with the monumental style edifices 

of banks (and to a lesser degree with older hotels).

While not lending themselves to such a well-defined pattern as 

colonnades, most canopies may be found within a four-block continuous 

segment of the CBD. These blocks are bordered by (including both sides 

of the street, except in the case of the east side of Sixth Avenue) 

Alameda Street, Stone Avenue, Congress Street, and Sixth Avenue, Such 

an area coincides with a large part of the area of underground wiring 

(see Figure 14), as well as with the area of three-fourths enclosure 

(see Figure 17)„ Such correlations appear to suggest the area of high

est land value, or the retail trade area of the downtown. This may be 

corroborated by taking a look at the map of "easy walking distance"

(see Figure 9).

Benches undoubtedly form one of the most interesting and "logi

cal" (financially speaking) patterns of spatial arrangement of any of 

the phenomena mapped in the CBD. They occur in the preponderant amount 

of cases in one of two situations - in parks, or along the routes of 

Tucson's bus lines (see Figure 19), namely on Stone, Pennington,
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FIGURE 19. AMENITY
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Congress, Sixth Avenue, Tenth Street, and Fifth Avenue. There is one 

notable instance of benches being placed along the sidewalk with an 

eye to sheer, unadulterated amenity (beside the First National Bank at 

Stone and Alameda). Unfortunately (save for the parks), this is the 

exception to the rule, since most benches' positions are determined by 

transportation considerations (and thus are profit-oriented), often 

serving double-duty as "sidewalk billboards" in effect. They qualify 

as elements of amenity by being accidental by-products of their con

duciveness to this transportation plan. Perhaps it would be a good 

idea to position more benches (without advertising) in shady spots for 

the pedestrian's benefit, whether they be in quiet or loud locations 

or in areas of bustling activity or ones of intimate repose.

Shade

Definition

Shade is shelter (as by foliage or the interception of the 

sun's rays by any intervening object) from the heat and glare of sun

light. Geographically, it is an area sheltered from the sun (Guralnik 

1965, p. 796).

Relevance

Many writers (for instance, Nairn 1965, Spreiregen 1965, Bur- 

chard 1957, Lynch 1962, and Cohen 1959) on the subject of urban qual

ity include shade as one of the integral criteria necessary in any 

pleasant, meaningful urbane situation. Shade and shadow are important 
considerations for architects and planners of any design project in the
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CBD. A building, for instance, may well assume an entirely different 

aspect at 4:00 p.m, (due to contrasts in light and shadow) than it does 

at 8:00 a.m. Thus, under conditions of bright, clear sunlight, the in

dividual parts of objects stand out; as light diminishes in the evening 

or on dull cloudy days, the entire composition presents itself to our 

view. Vigorously executed objects are best viewed in even light such 

as shadow light or northern light, under delicate outlines enthusiasti

cally accentuated, while northern facades may be more successful if 

delicately articulated (Spreiregen 1965, p. 76).

Dark objects seen against light backgrounds recede, while light 

objects seen against dark backgrounds advance visually. Warm-hued 

buildings also advance, while cool-hued buildings recede and seem less 

solid. Warm-hued buildings in cool light, and cool-hued buildings in 

warm light will appear awkwardly discolored. Rough surfaces seem 

thick; smooth surfaces, thin. Reflections are darker and less colorful 

than the objects themselves. Our depth perception on clear, bright 

days comes largely from seeing the sizes of familiar objects in rela

tion to each other. On dull, cloudy days, depth is conveyed by varying

degrees of haze which increase with distance (Spreiregen 1965, p. 77).

It should be mentioned here that shade not only appears to be a

readily applicable element of urban quality by itself, but acts as a

good measure of urban quality when used in conjunction with other cri

teria as well. Where shade is offered to the pedestrian, it will be 

taken advantage of and enjoyed, especially in cities of the more 
southerly latitudes, such as Tucson. Of course, in cities in the
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northern latitudes, walkers will gravitate toward the sunny side of the 

street in order to bask comfortably in warm rays of the sun as noted by 

Saarinen (1964, pp. 47-48). There are obvious "practical" implications 

involved here. If a group of merchants, for example, were to offer a 

shady respite from the burning sun (or a sunny, warm break from the 

cold), their business would logically benefit in direct proportion to 

the increase in pedestrian flow past their establishments. Such utili

tarian considerations do not directly take into account the by-product 

of such commercial endeavor, namely, the comfort and well being (once 

again) of the pedestrian in the downtown.

Application

The CBD was mapped for shade on December 25, 1967, a clear 

cloudless day (due to a polar high over the area), from twelve noon to 

2:10 p.m. (all maps were done in the month of December of 1967). As 

was hypothesized prior to the mapping, shade was found to be on the 

north and east sides of blocks, since the sun's position is in the 

southern sky and the time of day precluded shade to the western and 

southern sides of structures (see Figure 20). As one will note on the 

map, there are exceptions to this rule. They are of three types - the 

map shows areas where a tall building has projected shade across a 

street, such as on Pennington, between Stone and Scott; where there is 

the infrequent occurrence of vegetation, such as in parks or on certain 

streets (see Figure 16); and shade offered by colonnades.

As was alluded to previously, there is a coincidence between 

three-fourths enclosure, canopies, and (ironically enough) a lack of
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FIGURE 20. SHADE
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shade. On the north side of Congress Street between Stone and Sixth 

Avenue is a perfect example of such an occurrence. The only shade 

found in these two blocks consists of "accidental shadows" cast across 

to this side of the street by tall buildings in the block to the south. 

The canopies which cover every lot frontage on both blocks east and 

west are apparently present solely for the protection of merchandise on 

display in the show windows fronting on the sidewalk. However, aside 

from comfort and convenience, many spots in the CBD were found to be 

aesthetically enhanced (with the calibre of their urban quality corre

spondingly raised) due to shading. It has also been noted that other 

elements of amenity, such as benches, were strategically placed in re

lation to transportation (bus) routes rather than with any thought for 

the comfort, convenience, or pleasure of the pedestrian.

Disregard of shade in a city which experiences unimpinged sun

shine for eighty-six per cent of its days and which witnesses tempera

tures over a hundred degrees as a usual summertime phenomena is hard to 

understand and may indicate ignorance or neglect. Perhaps some of the 

merchants are from less arid climes back east and have not brought an 

awareness of desert-related climatic conditions with them to Tucson 

(derived from Dr. Melvin Hecht’s symposium on March 8, 1968). Such a 

situation suggests that merchants care more for their show window goods 

than they do for their potential customer, the pedestrian.

Vista
Definition

A vista is an outlook or scenic view, usually limited, confined, 

or framed in some manner. It is a view or prospect provided by nature
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or art, as through an avenue of trees in a park, or through a series of 

arches or other openings in a building which "focuses and frames" one's 

line of sight. It is the establishment of continuous center lines 

through openings in adjacent halls and chambers, or through corridors 

or alleys ("focus" termed "foci" or "frames"), by which vistas are ob

tained terminating in some feature of especial interest (termed the 

"anchor"), such as a fountain, mountain, statue, or vegetation of one 

sort or another. This device tends to order, symmetry, and coherence 

in architectural composition (Sturgis, ed, 1902, p. 58), It is a dis

tant view through or along an avenue or opening (Guralnik 1965, p. 995). 

For the purpose of coherent mapping, only vistas afforded along streets 

shall be dealt with here. Another type of vista, such as "spot vistas" 

which have no long distance focus, but only an immediate one such as a 

doorway, is recognized as a vista but is not mapped.

A danger is involved in the application of the definition; that 

is, how long a focus is long enough to qualify the proposed prospect as 

a vista and must it be continuous from the point of the observer to the 

point of the anchor? Whenever possible, this study attempts to use long 

continuous focused vistas.

Relevance

Vista is certainly one of the salient factors explaining the 

great aesthetic reknown in which San Francisco is held. Johnson (Sprei- 

regen 1965, pD 366) says vistas are city views such as might be ob

tained by looking down a long, straight, building-enclosed avenue 

toward some distant focal point like a building or fountain in the
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center of a public square. It is interesting to note with the gridiron 

plan (such as is employed in Tucson's CBD) vistas of maximum effective

ness are possible. In San Francisco, a uniform grid climbs the San 

Francisco hills to produce truly striking vistas, Frank Lloyd Wright 

used the grid in his idealized Broadacre City, partly in order to ob

tain special vistas for the city's inhabitants (Ibid,), Spreiregen 

also notes the fine vistas of San Francisco Bay along the slots pro

vided by the gridiron pattern placed on the city's hilly topography. 

Similar slot-like views are provided by the side streets of Richmond, 

Virginia, as they afford glimpses of the surrounding countryside 

across the river (Spreiregen 1965, p, 62),

Planning authorities, along with architects and other cognizant 

individuals, have only fairly recently become vocal as to the desira

bility of the recognition and preservation of natural and man-made vis

tas (Fagin and Weinburg 1958, p. 49). Respect for the proper treatment 

of vistas is a vital aspect of city design, since the buildings placed 

on any natural site should respect the surrounding terrain and form a 

pleasing combination with it but should never be in meaningless con

trast to it (Crane 1960, p, 289). Contrast between city structures and 

the natural landscape should be subordinated to an overall design of 

congruence and mutual respect. There is no finer way to wed the natur

al and the man-made than through the medium of the vista (Spreiregen 

1965, p. 65).
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Application

There are four types of vistas in downtown Tucson, those ending 

in: buildings (such as the Trans-American Building along Alameda),

vegetation (as occurs along the railroad tracks to the east, where a 

series of "buffer" type parks serve to terminate Broadway and Congress), 

mountains (mostly involving the Tucson Mountains to the west, which are 

the focal point of nearly every east-west vista, looking west), and 

signs as along South Stone Avenue* What is most impressive in the CBD 

vistas are the ones ending in mountains (especially to the west), which 

serve to emphasize the physical geography of the Tucson area, a basin 

and range country (see Figure 21). Northern vistas of the Santa Cata

lina Mountains are extremely limited for two reasons. First, the grid 

pattern of Tucson’s streets is aligned north and south, while the Cata

lina Mountains lie to the north northeast. Secondly, the Southern 

Pacific Railroad tracks break up the urban fabric on the north, north

east, and east borders of the CBD, further mitigating the possibilities 

for framed views involving these mountains. Thus, the only possibility 

for a vista of these mountains is to position one’s self at the extreme 

northern portion of the CBD (at Franklin and Stone and at Toole and 

Sixth Avenues), where one is afforded a vista of the Catalinas either 

by north Stone Avenue or north Sixth Avenue, respectively. Vistas to 

the south of the city are largely taken up with the Santa Rita Moun

tains (far to the south towards Mexico),

Many vistas found within the CBD (mostly buildings) are found 

on the new high-rise type of building currently gaining ascendancy
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within the downtown area. The new Pima County office building, the 

.Trans-American Building,1 and the Arizona Land Title Building are fine 

examples of this type of vista. An excellent setting for a vista in

volves streets ending in "T" junctions such as Scott at Congress, 

Pennington and Alameda. Unfortunately, the Tucson CBD has missed many 

of these chances for fine vistas, such as at Scott and Pennington, 

where a gauche sign does not suffice for the tall building (or at least 

a cosmetic-type facade) which would be very appropriate in such a key 

setting. It should also be noted how, at times, other well-executed 

and pleasing vistas are flagrantly marred by proliferating overhead 

wiring, garish signs and billboards, or by other such chaotic para

phernalia.

Panorama

Definition

A panorama is a full and unhampered view of a large area (such 

as a mountain range, cityscape, or a CBD). It is a complete picture 

of such an area (Guralnik 1965, p. 608). Thus, it is a totally unob

scured view of the landscape, natural or man-made, or both - 11 a stretch 

of country which affords a view of the whole" (Tunnard 1963, p. 553).

Relevance
In their relation to the grid pattern, panoramas are similar to 

vistas. For instance, in San Metro, New Mexico (Nairn 1965, p. 16), or 

Tucson, the end of the grid pattern leads right up to an unhindered 

view of a mountain range. In both instances, fine views of the
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surrounding landscape are afforded by the grid pattern and the basin 

and range country in which these cities are situated (Spreiregen 1965, 

p, 366). The basin and range character of the landscape also affords 

beautiful panoramas of the cities from mountain tops located around 

them.

The design of the city should always take into account not only 

the scale and placement of buildings within the downtown and the city 

as a whole, but should also be cognizant of the surrounding landscape, 

the natural site in which their man-made structure will be placed. 

Distant views from within the downtown and from without should be sali

ent considerations for any design plan, large or small. The two essen

tial elements to keep in mind at all times are skyline (or "vertical 

texture") and topography (Spreiregen 1965, p. 62; Crane 1960, p. 293; 

and Gibberd 1959, p. 106).

As a.part of any city's overall plan, a serious consideration 

should be given to prominent sites within the city which afford viewing 

points for looking out upon the countryside encompassing the city. It 

would be a good idea also to note the places where the best panoramic 

views of the city and its center from without are located. The best 

vantage points in Tucson from without are on "A" Mountain and the top 

of the Tucson House. From within, the best are the Valley National 

Bank Building's top floor and the Tucson Federal Savings' top floor.

One final aspect of panorama from without concerns night light

ing. Few cities are more dramatic as overall views than when seen at 

night. Twilight heightens the experience for it adds the drama of
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sunset to the unified view of the three-dimensional forms of the city. 

Colored beacons and the shafts of searchlights accent the scene with 

dots and thrusting lines. A single new tower (such as the Tucson Fed

eral Savings Building in Tucson), particularly if it stands virtually 

alone, should be studied from this aspect of appearance (Spreiregen 

1965, p. 63).

Application

First, panoramas from without the downtown will be discussed 

(see Figure 22). It will become immediately apparent to the viewer 

of the CBD from without that he is drastically limited in the number of 

directions from which he may obtain a desirable panorama of the area.

To the west is by far and away the best viewing point. On "A" Mountain 

one is able to obtain a complete panoramic view of the CBD, the city in 

its entirety, and the Catalina Mountains to the north and the Rincons 

to the east. Since the CBD is built up close to the Tucson Mountains 

to the west, the view of it from the east is nearly impossible to ob

tain. The only one area possible in the east is from an abandoned 

railroad yard paralleling Broadway Boulevard before it descends beneath 

the railroad overpass. This panorama is of a poor quality.

To the south, a truly pedestrian panorama of the downtown is 

not possible. The only one which is obtainable is from a moving ve

hicle, preferably at the junction of route #19 and the freeway. To the 

north, the only possible pedestrian-oriented panorama is from the top 

floor (the seventeenth) of the Tucson House on Oracle Road. Generally 

speaking, the buildings comprising any given panorama of the downtown
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FIGURE 22. PANORAMA FROM WITHOUT
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from without are the following: The Tucson Federal Savings (especially

at night)> the Pioneer Hotel, the Valley National Bank Building at Stone 

and Congress, the Trans-America Building, the Arizona Land Title Build

ing, the City Hall, tower, the Pima County Health Office Building, and 

the Tucson Gas and Electric Company. Architecturally speaking, these 

buildings are mute evidence to the breakdown in scale which exists with

in the CBD. That is, the high-rise buildings of the downtown quickly 

give way to one and two-story buildings of the surrounding areas without 

the pleasant effect of a normal progression in scale (derived from dis

cussion with Robert Alcembrac, March 28, 1968). Thus, the only practi

cal panoramas of good quality from without the CBD are to be viewed from 

the north and (especially) the west.

From within the CBD, there are several good vantage points for 

viewing the surrounding terrain (see Figure 23). The one which stands 

out as paramount is the Tucson Federal Savings monolith. One may ob

tain excellent panoramas of the Catalinas to the north (the Tortolitas 

to the northwest), the Rincons to the east, and the Tucson Mountains 

to the west from the top floor (the twentieth) of this building. A 

good panorama of the Santa Rita Mountains to the south may be obtained 

from the top floor (the seventh) of the Trans-America Building and an 

even better one may be seen from the top (the eleventh) floor of the 

Valley National Bank Building.

A fine panorama of the Tucson Mountains and Redondo Tower (in 

"Snob Hollow" to the west of Main Avenue) may be seen from the top 

floor (the fifth) of the Tucson Gas and Electric Company Building.

Such "high-rise" structures as this one as well as the ones previously
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1 T o r t i l l a  M t n s
2 S a n t a  C a t a l i n a M t n s FEET
3 U n i v e r s i t y  of A r i z o n a
4 R i n c o n  M t n s
5 S a n t a  R i t a M t n s a S t r e e t  l e v e l  s i t e
6 " A "  M o u n t a i n b T r a n s - A m e r i c a B i d e
7 T u c s o n  M t n s c T u c s o n  F e d e r a l B i d e

FIGURE 23. PANORAMA FROM WITHIN
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mentioned have given the CBD a vastly improved vertical texture, thus 

improving the panorama from within and from without the CBD. There 

exists one possible panorama of the downtown from within the CBD it

self. This one is to be seen from Court Street, standing between Sixth 

Street and Franklin, looking southeast. It should be noted that some 

panoramas are overlapping, such as the one of the Catalinas, The Uni

versity of Arizona, and the Rincons from the top floor of Tucson Fed

eral Savings. To reiterate, the panoramas outlined above reflect the 

topography of the southern Arizona setting of the city of Tucson, that 

of the basin and range country.

Sequence
Definition

Sequence is the periodic occurrence of accented elements which 

constitute a pedestrian path or paths within the CBD. These elements 

(such as landmarks/nodes) are joined together into an integrated whole 

by various means or cues, including invitation, overlap, reinforcement, 

punctuation, and climax (a "surprise") (Spreiregen 1965, pp, 64-65; 

Gulick 1963, p. 193; Nairn 1965, p„ 92; Lynch 1960, pe 51; and Lynch

1962, p .  100).

Invitation involves the arousal of curiosity by an allurement, 

such as a bend in the street. One is invited to see what lies beyond 

the bend. It may also be a distant inducing object, such as a tall 

building or an immediate goal such as a colonnade (Reichek 1961, p.

13; Jonge 1962, p. 266; Sitte 1945, p. 71; and Churchill 1962, p. 109).
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Overlap is simply a taller building's upper portion appearing 

from behind a nearer shorter one. It is a form of invitation, but also 

an entity unto itself (Lynch 1962, pp, 105-108),

Reinforcement encourages a stroller to continue his journey. 

While still being able to keep a distant objective in sight, the pedes

trian needs more immediate reference as well. Thus, reinforcement may 

involve the continuity of street furniture, building facades, or pave

ment texture (or all of these) (Lynch 1962, p. 96; Churchill 1962, p. 

109; Giedion 1958, p. 126; and Nairn 1965, p. 3).

Punctuation is a vertical entity along the sidewalk, such as a 

tree, which breaks up a long horizontal corridor into more identifiable 

spaces. It is an element of reinforcement, which lends diversity to a 

sequence (Langley 1960, p. 46; Lynch 1960, p. 54; Burchard 1957, p.

116; and Gulick 1963, p. 193).

Climax (or "surprise") is the final sequence element. It is 

the ultimate quest of the sequential journey. It may be a building, 

monument, or mountain - or any other objective which signifies the end 

of a trip, when one has "arrived" (Tunnard 1963, p. 426 and 1953, p. 

353; Jacobs 1958, p. 242; Langley 1960, p. 46; and Lynch 1960, p. 6).

There are many factors which enter into a sequence, For ex

ample, other urban quality criteria discussed above may enter into the 

pattern of sequence. Thus, vista becomes invitation as a part of se

quence, and the focus of the vista becomes reinforcement, while the 

anchor of the vista may be either one of a series of sequential ele

ments or the final climax. Probably the best way to understand
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sequence is to be conducted (physically or descriptively) through one. 

Because of the combining of various urban quality criteria within se

quence, it becomes the paramount criteria of urban quality. Therefore, 

it will be dealt with at a somewhat greater length than any of the 

others.

Relevance

The visual experience of a downtown is enriched by major se

quences within it. They not only act as representatives of urban 

quality and aesthetic stimulation, but also serve the practical pur

pose of acting as pedestrian channels of movement. Our cognizance 

of the visual phenomena of sequence imparts a sense of orientation, 

or a feeling of well-being - a sense of where we are and where things 

are in relation to us. A sense of orientation is basic to our under

standing, familiarity, and sense of security in a city (Spreiregen 

.1965, p. 65).

Such a sense of security may be brought about by the face-to- 

face contact so vital to any CBD which may be encouraged by means of 

these very same sequential paths.

Application

The hard core of two way or "reversible" (ones which run either 

direction on a street) uninterrupted sequences is found in an area bor

dered by Alameda (save for an area of construction involving a parking 

garage at Alameda and Scott Streets), the city hall government node
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(along Main and Pennington) and Scott. Only these representative se

quences were mapped to avoid confusion (see Figure 24).

Sequences are either weak, infrequent, incomplete, or totally 

lacking as one grades out northwest, northeast, southwest, east, and 

southeast. As a matter of fact, to the east and southeast (of Scott, 

Congress, and Sixth Avenue) are found no coherent sequences whatsoever. 

This would bear out the hypothesis that as one moves away from the one 

hundred per cent core and the retail core of the CBD, desirable urban 

quality criteria diminish, while negative ones increase. The area of 

hard core sequences outlined above contain more diversity (parks, de

partment stores, the government center) than other less well-endowed 

(sequentially) areas.

One example of a good sequence will be discussed here, in order 

to facilitate a deeper understanding of the concept. One begins the 

sequence along Scott (south to north on the east side of the street) 

at the point of the "T" junction with Jackson Street. The "AAA Dis

count Store" is the anchor of a vista along Scott Street. It is also 

invitation to the pedestrian. (Note the pictures which accompany the 

following description in Appendix A.) The colonnade of the Santa Rita 

Hotel first gains our attention and to the west (left) is the imposing 

structure of the United States Post Office building. The former is in

vitation and the latter is one of the main landmarks along the route to 

be followed. As one enters the colonnade, the three lanterns above and 

the potted plants to the right lend a sense of continuity, which acts as 

reinforcement to the walking participant in the sequence. As one leaves
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S A M P L E  S E Q U E N C E S

■̂gŜ kss a sD
FIGURE 24. SAMPLE SEQUENCES
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the shelter of the colonnade, the post, office building reappears in a 

different aspect than was seen previously. The building next to it (an 

Indian jewelry shop) is the next main element which keeps the pedestrian 

moving north. The canopy to the observer’s upper right acts to rein

force and conduct his movement up Scott Street. As the stroller pro

ceeds underneath this canopy, the Hotel Roskruge (on the north side of 

Broadway) comes into view. One also notes the drug store over a block 

away at the corner of Scott and Congress, the next main element in the 

sequence.

One is conducted through the second colonnade of the Hotel Ros

kruge. As one emerges from its cover, another canopy is offered for 

conducting the pedestrian to the corner of Scott and Congress, The "T" 

junction here is terminated by the ’’AAA Discount Center" (an anchor of 

a vista on Scott), To the left is McLelIan’s store. McLellan’s gains 

our attention, while the "AAA" building looms straight ahead. One's 

attention is fully closed off from the east (right).

At the corner of Scott and Congress, a totally new element 

leaps into view (a landmark overlap and also surprise). One moves im

mediately to see this large and overlapping blue-tiled building (Tucson 

Federal Savings) in its entirety. However, when one crosses Congress 

Street, the canopy of McLellan’s store effectively blots out the Tucson 

Federal Savings building from sight. At this point in the sequence, 

one may go west toward the node of "retail row" along Stone Avenue or 

will be attracted by the off-set street that he finds to his right.

The description shall follow the latter course.
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The canopy reinforces the individual’s desire to see the over

lap caused by the building in the center of his view. What is it? How 

do you get there? As one is beckoned north on Scott, the shade of this 

narrow intimate street reconfirms one’s initial desire to see the build

ing in the center of this prospect. A new element -• the television 

tower appears to the east (right). Gorman's restaurant at the end of 

the street serves to anchor the vista one sees looking north on Scott 

from Congress to Pennington (the sign over the top of Gorman's is un

fortunate).

At Pennington, another off-set street, this time the continua

tion of Scott to the east (right) invites one to cross over and continue 

the journey, ever north on Scott. One crosses and is reinforced by the 

canopy on Gorman’s and the landscaping in front. Both of these aspects 

of the sequence conduct the walker to the corner where a solitary 

pillar invites him to turn the corner - he does so, and there appears 

suddenly (surprise) "the building for which he has been seeking. The 

canopy above (to the left side) reinforces the path of the journey, as 

does the sense of closure given on either side of Scott by the tall 

.buildings.

These elements (closure and canopy) conduct the pedestrian 

further up the street where he sees more and more of the buildings at 

the end of this vista. Finally, the Alameda Building appears in its 

entirety. This is the climax of the sequence, as well as the anchor of 

the vista. It is questionable whether the building should be off-set 

as it is. For the purpose of this sequence it is a favorable factor.
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However, as the anchor of a vista, it would be more proper to center it 

on Scott Street.

It may be wise to add a note of reservation at this point con

cerning the urban quality criteria chosen. They are not presented as 

ends in themselves or in any way intended to be rigid finalized "an

swers" to the problems raised by the study. They may best be taken as 

tentative indications of ways to measure some part or segment of urban 

quality. While their simple presence or absence are helpful in any 

evaluation of the urban scene, the next step apparently appears to be 

the formulation of some type of value measurement, such as a scale 

based on a continuum, which would perhaps involve ratings: poor, fair,

good, and excellent,

A summary of all findings for the foregoing urban quality cri

teria in relation to the hypotheses set forth in Chapter III, along 

with suggestions for further research, are found in the final chapter.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Although no absolute statements may be made concerning the 

urban quality of the Tucson CBD, certain valid generalizations may be 

drawn from the research and field work undertaken with the study. With 

these thoughts in mind, each of the hypotheses shall be dealt with as 

they relate to the findings derived from the thesis.

Findings in Relation to Hypotheses

The major hypotheses set forth for this study were as follows:

1. One would find more negative urban quality elements and 

less positive ones as he moved away from the 100 per cent corner.

2. Shade would virtually never be taken into account,

3. Negative elements would stand out more than would positive
ones.

4. Cars would have precedence over people.

5. History would be either neglected or made light of within 

the downtown scheme.

6. Certain areas would stand out as very strong regions either 

positively (100 per cent corner) or negatively (Meyer Street area).

1. One would find more negative urban quality elements and 

less positive ones as he moved away from the 100 per cent corner. This 

statement seems to hold true as one examines the distribution of the

92
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area of overhead wiring and the area of neglect (or "zones of discard"). 

As one grades out from the 100 per cent corner of Stone and Pennington

and away from the core retail area in general, overhead wiring does ap

pear (see Figure 14) as do areas of neglect. Conversely, the area of 

underground wiring and the "zone of assimilation" appear when grading 

toward the 100 per cent and retail core. However, the following ele

ments of urban quality appear with increasing frequency as one does 

move away from the center of the CBD: enclosure, useful shade, histor

ic spots, and open space. Conversely, once again, canopies and se

quences are more in evidence in the central area than in the more 

outlying portions of the CBD.

2. Shade would virtually never be taken into account. The

disregard for shade in Tucson's downtown is apparent. It must be em

phasized that shade is found to be lacking for the pedestrian. Where

it is found, it is for the benefit of store window displays. Thus, 

canopies serve the function of protecting merchandise, and not people, 

while benches pay homage to the transportation functions in the CBD, 

and any convenience of comfort for the pedestrian is seemingly inci

dental - and almost never coinciding with shade where it is most 

needed.

3, Negative elements would stand out more than would positive 

ones. Unfortunately, such a hypothesis is often borne out in areas 

which have both positive and negative elements within them; such as the 

Meyer Street area whose neglect and overhead wiring largely mitigates



the value of its historical heritage and its more intimate worthwhile 

aspects such as the Gazebo.

4. Cars would have precedence over people. It seems all too 

clear that cars have had precedence over the pedestrian, at least up 

until the present.

One need only compare the quantity and quality of facilities 

for the car (witness the parking lots, garages, signs, lights, and 

special turning lanes) versus the comparative paucity of space and fa

cilities for the long-suffering pedestrian. Ironically, in some of the 

downtown areas where there was found to be the smallest amount of pe

destrian traffic, there too are found many positive elements of urban 

quality, such as in the northwestern section of the CBD, where such 

elements as open space, enclosure, and amenity with shade. These are 

lacking in more central areas.

5. History would be either neglected or made light of within 

the downtown scheme. It is truly astounding that a city with a long 

and vital history such as Tucson possesses would be so cavalier con

cerning it. Even the few historic markers found within the CBD are 

either totally without any accompanying explanation or (in at least one 

case) are inaccurately placed (the marker commemorating the raising of 

the first United States flag in Tucson is erroneously placed).

6. Certain areas would stand out very strongly either posi

tively (100 per. cent corner) or negatively (Meyer Street area). There 

are areas which definitely stand out as salient portions of the
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downtown, which leads one to view the CBD as a geographical unit which 

contains definite regionalization within it.

Regionalization by Urban Quality Within the CBD

The CBD may be subdivided into various regions on the basis of 

the distribution of urban quality criteria (see Figure 25 in relation 

to the following discussion of the various regions). In the downtown's 

center is retail core area (Region 1). Fashionable shops and imposing 

banks dot this portion of the CBD. Region 1, in the center of downtown, 

is a distinct area by benefit of the correlation existing between ele

ments of small urban space (three-fourths enclosure and much of the in

dentation), amenity (benches along bus routes, and canopies), the hard 

core area of sequence (coinciding with the retail core and the area of 

greatest pedestrian activity), the greatest part of the wireless area, 

and the preponderant number of building vistas and lack of useful shade. 

These correlations appear to be based on the area's retail functions, 

high pedestrian and traffic flow, high rise buildings, and its central 

location.

Region 2 contains nearly all the enclosure, many historic loca

tions, as well as much useful shade. Its residential character is in 

contrast to the general retail and financial nature of Region 1 to the 

east of it and the governmental nature of the area to the south (Region 

4). The scale in number 2 is quite different from that exhibited in 

number 4, since the latter is characterized by large scale and monumen

tal architecture, while the former possesses an intimate scale, largely 

due to the preponderance of adobe style homes (and reconverted law
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R E G I O N A L I Z A T I O N
U R B A N  Q U A L I T Y
W I T H I N T H E  C O D

FIGURE 25. REGIONALIZATION BY URBAN QUALITY WITHIN THE CBD
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offices) and railroad residences of bygone eras (i,e., single-story 

buildings)o .

Region 4 is further distinguished by its large quantity of open 

space, good spots for observing mountain vistas (to the west), useful 

shade, nearly all benches not associated with bus routes, most of the 

downtown's colonnades (due to the government center) and many historic 

locations (since this is the nucleus of Tucson's beginnings). These 

correlations are largely due to the western location of.the area, the 

associated governmental functions found therein, and its historic 
roots.

Region 3 is a transition zone between Regions 1, 2, and 4. The 

historic locations, enclosure, and open space found on its west side 

give way to amenity, three-fourths enclosure, and indentation to the 

east. From the west to the east it grades from residences to small 

shops and offices. It is also transitory between the overhead wiring 

to the west and the wireless portion to the east.

Regions 5 and 6a are similar, differing more in degree and em

phasis rather than kind. In the southwest is a delapidated area of 

blighted homes and small stores. Region 5 (to the southwest) is char

acterized by overhead wiring, much neglect, and in general a lack of 

positive urban quality criteria. However, there are some historic lo

cations, vistas, and possibilities for amenity and sequential improve

ment (especially regarding the delapidated canopies for the former and 

off-set streets for the latter).

The southeast and east is an area comprising conditions of a 

nondescript nature, with an unpleasant air of decay about it. It is
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one of the two most negative areas within the CBD (along with 6b), 

since there is a lack of nearly all positive elements of urban quality. 

Region 6a has a large wiring, but at most no positive criteria, save 

for a few vegetation vista and some scattered benches (all associated 

with bus routes). Region 6a is more of a commercial area than Region 5.

The Southern Pacific Railroad has presented a type of "Chinese 

Wall" on north, northeast, east, and southeast borders of the CBD which 

is at least partially responsible for the rundown and unsavory charac

ter of this area of town. Unfortunately, the cost (estimated at 

$200,000,000) (Peabody 1964, p. 11) prohibits their removal. "Even if 

it was to be removed, Tucson will always bear the scars. The wound is 

too deep. The railroad has protected its right for almost one hundred 

years" (Arizona Daily Star. Tucson, May 2, 1963). However, some means 

of camouflaging or "buffering" could be employed, such as has been ac

complished by the small parklike area at Toole Avenue, Fifth Avenue, 

and Tenth Street.

Region 7 is a transition zone between Regions 1, 5, and 6a. 

Underground wiring fades out. to the south, east, and west of it. His

toric locations disappear to the east. Sequence, amenity, historic lo

cations, and open space are found less and less as one moves south and 

east of this area.

The northern and northeastern portions of Tucson’s downtown are 

unexciting and without distinction. These segments of the CBD comprise 

Region 6b.
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Region 6b is a variation of Region 6a; that is, it is also 

amorphous in nature, but has a somewhat different emphasis. It is an 

area of wholesaling, warehousing, and parking. It grades into Region 

6a on the southside of Pennington, east of Scott to Toole Avenue.

Along this transition line are wholesale functions, which become an 

area of delapidated hotels, small shops, and general moribund retail 

activity as one moves away from 6b.

With the exception of areas 6a and 6b, each part of the CBD 

examined appears to offer some positive elements of urban quality, 

while no part escapes the occurrence of some negative factors. Such 

areas thus can only be rated one against another on the basis of the 

individual criteria enumerated and discussed in this study.

Thus, Regions 1, 2, and 4 are the best areas in terms of urban 

quality at present, while Region 3 may be improved in the future to act 

as a greater unifier between these first three areas. Region 5 has the 

greatest likelihood for immediate improvement and, indeed, will change 

in character more than any other area in the future due to the New 

Pueblo Redevelopment Project (although the southern portions of Regions 

2 and 7 will change for the same reason). Region 6a holds the greatest 

need for improvement. Finally, Region 7 may (hopefully) act as a real 

unifier between Regions 1 and 5 (and to a lesser degree, 6a). perhaps 

the intelligent improvement of Region 7 will carry over into the con

tiguous region (6a) and enhance the latter's urban quality. Unfortun

ately, Region 6b appears to hold neither potential or, indeed, the 

likelihood for any such improvement now or in the distant future.
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Although the questions dealt with and the methods employed in 

this study appear to contain validity, there are numerous avenues for 

further study dealing with urban quality. Some suggestions are out

lined below.

Suggestions For Further Research

1. Probably one of the most unexplored and worthwhile fields 

for further research involves the pedestrian. Many facets of the pe

destrian need to be thoroughly explored and explained, such as pedes

trian flows. While there are numerous examples of traffic flow studies 

on motor vehicles, relatively little similar work has been done for the 

man on foot.

The conflict between man and cars needs to be examined more 

closely, with an eye toward solutions in favor of the beleaguered 

walker. Malls are one of the better ideas associated with a restora

tion of the heart of our cities to the long-suffering pedestrian.

As a part of mental health and general well-being of the strol

ler in the CBD, the concept of "quiet" and "noisy" streets should be 

looked into. Definitely such types of streets appear to exist in the 

downtown (and elsewhere in the city), but need to be studied more 

thoroughly.

2. Another valuable field of investigation might be a percep

tion study of the urban quality of the Tucson CBD. Two general types 

of individuals could be involved, laymen and those whose jobs are some 

way bound up directly with the CBD's form and function (such as archi
tects and architectural students, planning students and planners).
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a perception project was contemplated for inclusion in this study but 

was set aside for lack of the necessary time to do a responsible job 

on it. However, such a project would offer valuable insights into the 

different attitudes and viewpoints of people with varied backgrounds, 

both professionally (trained and untrained) and geographically (Tucson 

residents and newcomers).

3. A third new line of research might involve the legal and/or 

economic ramifications of urban quality. Legally, how does urban qual

ity encroach upon the traditional American right of private property? 

Economically, does it limit the sacred cow of profit? These two ques

tions will inevitably arise as integral difficulties in any endeavor to 

improve the urban quality of the CBD or the city as a whole. For good 

introductory reading on economic aspects, see Jarrett (ed.) (1966).

For reading on the legal end, see Fagin and Weinburg (1958), expecially 

Chapters III, IV, and V.

4. One project which was considered at one time for inclusion 

as one of the criteria in Chapter IV was the mapping of "heat islands" 

within the CBD, These are localized areas in an urban area which give 

off a greater amount of heat than contiguous areas through radiation. 

Such a project could be expanded to include further study of the "micro

climate" of the city. The microclimate of a city comes about because 

variables of climate are profoundly affected by the physical character

istics and human activities of a city. Some even speculate that knowl

edge of such effects may make it possible to predict and even to
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control them for the ultimate benefit of man (Hutchcon et al. 1967, pp, 

7-9; Lowry 1967, pp. 15-23).

The Future

After the completion of such a study as this one, it seems ap

parent that a median value may be arrived at for urban quality in any 

CBD. While the criteria which comprise such a median value are not an 

end in themselves, they do serve as a firm, defendable basis, or spring

board, for dealing with the problem at hand, namely, how to evaluate 

and improve the urban quality of our downtown areas.

Ugliness and meaningless monotony need not become standardized 

components of the cityscape. The choice confronts modern man in 

America foresquare: shall his legacy to posterity be squalor compounded

by hypocrisy or superior environmental quality (Blake 1964, p. 45)?

Man must learn what is desirable in the urban setting and seek positive 

methods by which to attain it. And as to posterity, Christopher Wren, 

the designer of St, Paul's in London has said, "If thou seek a monu

ment, look about thee" (Ibid.).



APPENDIX A

PICTORIAL EVIDENCE OF URBAN QUALITY IN THE TUCSON, 

ARIZONA CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

A-l. OVERHEAD AND UNDERGROUND WIRING

A-2. NEGLECT

A-3. OPEN SPACE

A-4. SMALL URBAN SPACE

A-5. AMENITY

A-6, SHADE

A-7. VISTA

A-8. PANORAMA

A-9. HISTORY

A-10. SEQUENCE
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rm*

d. The New Pueblo Project envisages the removal of all such overhead 
wiring (note the human-scaled lamp in the foreground and the aut 
scaled arc light in the distance). 0
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e. Wires on only one side of the street tend to ruin the entire 
view -- a case of "all or nothing."

f. Overhead utilities often "necessitate" the indiscriminate cutting 
of treetop branches, frequently killing the tree.
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h. Or this.
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FIGURE A-2. NEGLECT
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f, And delapidated outbuildings,
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n. Sidewalks,
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p. Exposed walks of buildings,
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r
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t.
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v Proliferating signs and billboards,
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w. And unlandscaped, bare parking lots.

X. All constitute neglect
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b.
FIGURE A-3. OPEN SPACE
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d
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f
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g. Open spaces should be intimate

h. And in human-scale.
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ii
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k. The Mexican Gazebo (note the large number of people gathered 
around this tiny bit of open space).

I
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n. Open space
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o. Should be usable.

P. Open spaces offer places of rest, relaxation and
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r. Open spaces contain reminders of our heritage, state, national,
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FIGURE A-4. SMALL URBAN SPACE
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d. Note how the sense of enclosure is derived from the position of 
buildings,
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f# And shrubbery.
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h. Offers a pleasing respite from the rush of the city.



j. Leads to private enclosure
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k. Enclosure may be unobtrusive and tiny

1. Or completely hidden from sight at ground level
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m. Three-quarter enclosure

n. (Or "nook") offers shelter for the pedestrian.
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P. To the usually monotonous setback line.



FIGURE A-5 AMENITY
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d
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e. Colonnades vary greatly in style

f. And materials.
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h
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j.
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n. Suspended over a sidewalk for a distance of at least three 
feet.



p. And in good condition in order to qualify as elements of 
amenity.
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s. One of the few benches in the Central Business District 
placed with an eye to amenity.
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v Private benches were not included
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w. Benches are sometimes found in unusual places, such as 
in alleys

. Or as actual parts of buildings.x
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a. Shade occurred in a predictable pattern, except in the case of a 
building projecting its shadow

FIGURE A-6. SHADE
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c. Vegetation on the west and south side of blocks
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f



8. A shady sidewalk and

V

An unshaded, glaring one.
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i. A typically unshaded bench
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1. And unusual patterns,



n By the passerby
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b. A "spot" vista
FIGURE A-7. VISTA
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c. An overlooked opportunity on a spot vista (looking southeast from 
the corner of Congress and Sixth Streets).

d. A vista of a park along Congress



l^
rT
i
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e. A vista of the Tucson Mountains, west along Alameda.

f. A vista of a sign (and the Santa Rita Mountains in the background) 
along South Stone Avenue.
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h. A "T" juncture is an ideal place for a vista (note gauche sign as 
an anchor at Scott and Pennington Streets).
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i. Vistas may occur in seemingly unlikely places, as does this one 
along Meyer Street in the urban renewal area.

j. A vista of a house along Mesilla.
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a. A panorama of the Central Business District from without (from "A" 
Mountain) looking to the northeast.

b. A panorama of the Central Business District from without (from a 
railroad yard next to Broadway Boulevard) looking west.

FIGURE A-8. PANORAMA
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e. A panorama of the Rincon Mountains from within (from the Tucson 
Federal Savings Building) looking east.

f. A panorama of the Santa Rita Mountains from within (from the Trans- 
America Building) looking south.



g. A panorama of "A" Mountain and Tucson Mountains from within (from 
the Tucson Federal Savings Building) looking southwest.
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i. A panorama of the Tor toll ta Mountains from within (from the Tucson 
Federal Savings Building) looking northwest.

j. A panorama of the Central Business District from within the Court 
House and the Tucson Federal Savings Building.



Marker denoting an historical site in Tucson's downtown.

Former site of the J, S, Mansfield news depot (now the new Pima 
County Health Building),

FIGURE A-9. HISTORY
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c. Former site of the overland storage station (now a segment of the 
Meyer Street area scheduled for urban renewal).

d The Mexican Gazebo, site of many Mexican festivals (the site used 
to be entirely hidden by a thick grove of trees).
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e. The present Greyhound bus terminal now stands where the St. 
Agustin Cathedral used to be.
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h. Part of what used to be "the wedge" on West Congress Street
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i. A whipping post once was in use here (a large version of the old 
court house now surrounds the fountain).

j • Dave Bloom and Sons' store has replaced the site of the first 
public school in Tucson.
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n. Preserved historic site —  the Fish and Stevens adobe homes
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p. The Lord and Williams Stable was once open for business where this 
auto supply store now operates.

q‘ streetcars (at Jtein’antcongtss)f TuCSOn's turn-of-the-century
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b. To the left an accented element (the Post Office building) -- to
the right the invitation offered by the Santa Rita Hotel colonnade.

FIGURE A-10. SEQUENCE
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c. The continuity of the lamps and the potted plants offer reinforce
ment.

d. To the right of the Post Office building another accented element, 
the Indian jewelry shop, draws one onward,
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e The canopy overhead reinforces the journey, conducting the walker 
north. The Hotel Roskruge's colonnade invites the walker to 
proceed.

f. One is conducted through the second colonnade.



g. The AAA Discount Store is the anchor of the vista along Stone at 
Congress and draws one forward.

h. The canopy lends a note of reinforcement (note how the stroller's 
attention is completely cut off from the right).
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i. At Scott and Congress a new accented element appears in the overlap 
caused by McClellan's Drugstore and the Tucson Federal Savings 
Building,

j. New invitation appears up Scott in the form of the Alameda Building 
(in the center of picture) and the vista of Gorman's Restaurant,
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k. Shade and closure of the buildings offer reinforcement as one pro
ceeds north.

1. The anchor of the vista, the offset street, the Telephone Building 
are accented elements (note Alameda Building beckoning the walker).
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n. One must cross the street
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o. The greenery punctuates the route of the walker as does the pillar 
at the comer.

p. The pillar is punctuation and invitation —  what lies around the 
corner2



q. The canopy, shade, and closure of the buildings reinforce the 
lure of the Alameda Building which now reappears in a different 
aspect.

r. the journey.
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s. The Alameda Building "eggs" the walker onward.
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v. One "arrives" at the climax of the journey -- the Alameda Building 
in its entirety.



APPENDIX B

ADDITIONAL PICTORIAL EVIDENCE OF URBAN QUALITY IN THE 

TUCSON, ARIZONA, CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

B-l. STREET FURNITURE

B-2. DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

B-3. SIGNS
B-4. STAIRWAYS

B-5, CHOICE FOR THE FUTURE
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continuitya. Street furniture may lend a note of

FIGURE B-l. STREET FURNITURE



a. The unusual

FIGURE B-2. DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS
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d. Quaint touches,
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a. Tasteful signs are too often

b. Engulfed by a cacophony of tasteless

FIGURE B-3. SIGNS
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FIGURE B-4. STAIRWAYS
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a. Is the Central Business District to be an undesirable mix of 
blight and confusion

b. Or an environment characterized by pride of place?

FIGURE B-5. CHOICE FOR THE FUTURE
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